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.qINTRODUCTION

Over most of the North Atlantic the topography 0hich influences

bottom loss is relatively large scale - large enough laterally to be

S.4'lved for the most part by the main beam of the usual 12 echo

sounder (beam width roughly 300), As a result, echo sounder records

have proved useful in predicting bottom loss over the North Atlantic,

v• to a first approximation, on the basis of topography. In the vicinity

of the Blake-Bahama Basin and Outer Ridge, however, it has been found

that relatively small-scale topography plays an important role in bot-

tom loss. -'here are extensive areas of rolling topography with periodic

features that are just resolvable in the main beam, Beyond this resolv-

able range r'ýcords show closely-spveed, overlapping, hyperbolic echoes

extending fox many miles over topography which is relativel- smooth on

a larger scale. In many of these .words the individual hyperbolic

traces are not sharply delineated but have a characteristically fuzzy

or blurred appearance. Occasion-lly this fuýznas I.ers.sts • #Area,-.

where no hyperbolas are discernible and the trace, although fuxr.y, looks

quite flat. Measurements in the area indicate that bottom loss is signi-

r 'ficantly greater over these types of bottom. In areas where the large

scale topography appears quite smooth but the echo sounder trace is

fuzzy, bottom loss can be high.

Therefore a detailed study of the micro-topography of the Blake-

Bahama Region was undertaken. The principal aim was to define the extent

of the zones of fuzzy bottom as shown on 12 ke echo sounder records and
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to include this characteristic as a parameter in the predi.-tion of bot-

tom loss on the basis of echo sounder records. Preliminary results were

reported by Bryan (1964) and Bryan and Ewing (196!.).

As suggested above, it is convenient to classify the flDR data into

four categories: regional topography, periodic topography, hyperbolic

echoes, and incoherent or "fuzzy" traces.

REGIONAL T POGRAPHY

The regional topography of the Blake-Bahama area has been discuss-

ed by Pratt and Heezen (1964). Bathymetric contours shown in Fig. I are

based on all available LGO tracks through November 1966 in addition to a

large number of tracks run by USS COMPASS ISLAND in 1950. Following the

usual terminology we distinguish from west to east, the Blake Plateau,

the steep Blake Escarpment, the Blake-Bahama Basin, the Blake Outer Ridge,

and the Hatteras Abyssal Plain. The tsounding lines involved are shown

superimposed on the bathymetry in Fig. 2 (foldout).

Details within the ridge zone include the crest of the main ridge

which branches off from the Escarpment at about 3230%'N, running roughly

southeast, and a secondary ridge which branches off at the "nose" of the

Escarpment at about 300N, parallels the main crest to about 28%N and then

curves westward, forming the eastern boundary of the Blake-Bahama Basin.

North of the ridge zone at about 3aN-73OW the mouth of the Hatteras Can-

yon opens into the Hatteras Abyssal Plain.

PERIODIC TOPOGRAPHY

Approximately periodic, smoothly undulating topography near the
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limit of resolution of the sounder beam has been labeled "periodic" in

Fig. 2. In a few striking cases (Fig. f for example) the trace is quite

periodic and appears alm ost sinusoidal; however, the category includes

all approximately periodic topography in the size range and with rela-

tivel•y smooth curvaturE. Apparent wavelengths run roughly from one to

Lsix nautical. miles, amplitudes f'rom ten to forty fathoms.

In several instances differcnt apparent wavelengths obtained from

tracks run on different courses at the same location made it possible to

establish the fact that these are linear features and to estimate their

true wavelength and direction. In general, two tracks specify two pos-

sible directions, each with an associated wavclen•th; a third track is

required to remove the ambiguity. The results show that the axes of

these corrugations tend to parallel the contour lin-s (Fig. 2) and have

true wavelengths of about I to 3.8 miles. This type of topography pre-

dominates on the lower continental rise along the northern border of the

Hatteras Abyssal Plain, where the linear trends are quite marked, and a-

lof the flanks of' th suhr en of tilc ride Directll' South, Of t'let

tip no linear trends are apparent. The almost sinusoidal corrugations

of Fig. 3 occur on the western slope of the smaller ridge (see location

map, Fig. 7).

HYPERBOLIC ECHOES

The most prevalent type of abnormal trace in the area is made up

of closely-spaced, overlapping hyperbolic echoes (Fig. 4b & 14d). For the

most part, there is a fairly high degree of uniformity in the spacing and

shape of the echoes and they tend to be roughly tangent to an apparent
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sea floor which ig relatively Rmooth. ThIs suggests small regularly-

uptCod linuar features which are being crossed at an angle by the sound-

ing track. The lateral dimensions of the features, in a direction per-

pendicular to their linear trends are too small to be resolved by the

echo sounder beam. Trend directions in this type of topography can be

estimated from a knowledge of the shape of the hyperbolic trace and the

speed of thq ship. Specifically, for a point topographic feqature the

shape of the trace depends on the speed of the ship over the feature.

The problem of computing +• ship's speed in terms of echo shape from

point topographic highlights is discussed by Luskin, Nafe, and Nwing

(1957). If the feature is a line rather than a point, and the ship

E crosses the line at a speed v and an angle 0 (Fig. 5a), then the echo

trace will be sensitive only to the velocity component va a vs inQ per-

pendicular to the feature. Thu. comparison of true ship's speed with

apparent speed computed from the echo trace yields the inclination Q of

the line from the ship's track. The result does not distinguish between

clockwise and counterclockwise senses of the inclination and a second

track is required to remove the ambiguity.

Computation of the apparent speed va was based on an approximation

which makes use of the fact that ship's speed (- .;nters/second in this

case) is small compared with sound speed (1500 m/s). The trace then ap-

proaches an exact hyperbola given by (see Fig. 5b):

(v, - (va t) a (Vm)

where T is the two-way travel time of the pulse, measured when the ship

Li
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s ij., a time t away from uhe point of, clons.t approach P to the feature

at Q. V and % ar. sounld upeed and apparel4t ship's speed rospartively.

Although we could ,qolve this equation for v in terms o1' V, tp T, and TM,

as was done by Luskink et al, it is often difficult to measure t as Ac-

curately as the other quantities. Altornatlvely, therefore, we differ-

entiate the above equation and CiUininate t. The result,

T dT

gives the apparent velocity in terms of V, T, Tm aud Lhe slope dT/dt of

the t.race at T. This method gave consistent results and was found n-peei-

ally useful where only ialf the hyperbola was visible. Trend lines were

computed in this way in sever•al instances where tracks showing hyperbolas

intersected. Once again the trends are consistently parallel to the bat)y-

metric contours, |{yperbolic echoes are found chiefly on both flanks of

the main ridge and on the western flank of the secondary ridge, where

they extend well into the Blake-Bahamn, bsin (see also, Clay & Ilona (l9;h].

FUZZY TRACES

An extmple of the characteristic fuzziness often anco'intered in the

echolrrams of the area is shown in Fig. Ite. This should be compared with

the normal trace shown in Fig. ha, The normal echoes are atrong and well-

aligned, producing a sharp leading and trailing edjfe on a trace whose

width faithfully reflocts the length of the outgoing ping. In the fuzzy

traces the ec'ioot are faint and ping-to-ping alignmont is poor. Although

intermediat c: ",,'.an bo found, ranging t-etween the two extremes shown,

II=
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the traces in the arca are more often either good or bad, ;,"ld transition

I ~between good and bad is often remarkably abrupt as in Fig. 6 (4ee Fig. 7

' tr locatJ.on) .i

In the older records, wit'- longer ping lengths, these fuzzy traces

wore often associated with topography that appeared to be quite smooth

I ieand flat, More recently the ping length has been kept as short an pom-

- ible and in neatrly all cases of fuzzinesa in the later records hyperbolas!
* are discernible to some extenti Fig. 6 shows traces thkon with two dif-

t ferent ping lengths In the same area. The Increased resolution as the

ping lexieth is varied froee about 18 ms in (a) to about 3 ms in (b) is

quite evident. The fuzzy uneven texture persists to me extent, how-

ever. This dependence on ping length is l&rgely responsible for the In-

oonsistenojee aometimes foiud in Fig. 2 at points where tracks of dir-

ferent oruises cross. Generally speaking, however, regions of concentra-

ted fuzziness tend to coincide roughly with those where hyperbolas are

prcseat. On the basis of the tracks shown in Fig. 2 the area involving

hyperbolic and fuzzy topography has been daeineated in Fig. 8. North of

the prominent nose feauture of the iflake Escarpmeont (,300 1N) this topO-

grt'phy is rather :harpl.v bounded on the west by the 16o0 fathom contour.

This boundary can be correlated with an unconformable change in sedi-

mentary regimes observed on seismic profiler records. ltyperbolic and

fuzzy topography in largely absent from the crest of the main ridge.

The dependence oiv ping length, the tendency for areas of fuzziness

to coincide with ar,Žas of lkyperbolar, nd the lack or pilng-to-ping align-

ment in the fuzzy trace suggest that the fuzzy trace results principally
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froimi small-seale .opography of' Uli water-sediment interl'ace ratb'er than

from unusual acoustical propertiea; of the sediment.

The usual plune-wave reflection coefficient for tile water-sediment i
interface, which is appropriate for a plant wave reflected from a plane

interface, depends only on these material propertitej and the angle of

incidence. For t tiel-planar ih'erface the ihaupe of' the interface must

also be tokeni into account. For examnp-1h relatively gentle curvature will

ijLtuduce a certain amount. ot' focursing or defo;usLtng (urvatlure of tile

reflected wavefront) but the reflection is still. oseontially specular,

On te•e othfer hand a very rough interface will scatter the sound anergy

inconerently in all dir-ctious and no specular reflection will be poss-

ible. Those two limiting coses are tentatively identified respectively

with sharp and fuzzy AMl traces. The sediment material need not differ

in the two cases, although sediment type no doubt is a condition of form&-

tion of the microtopography itself.

In the case of acattering from a rough surface the ext-nt of scat- I
~ci~i~~ oil i.,~ VV'Ledi- vind flt( i'±oft-f~- dme-.-nn~ -,f the .irrcguiarli

ties compared with tile wivelength of the ineIdent radiation. If the vertU-

cal dinmonsions arn vary nmal.l. compared to the wavelength the scattering

will, be negligible regardle].s of the horizontal dimensions. If tile verti-

cal dimensions* are of the order of a wavelength the scattering will be

great for horizontal dimensions of the order of a wavelength but small

for horizontal dimensions much larger than a wavelength. Anl opportunity

to observe this dependence on wavelength is afforded to some extent by

Smeasurements made simultaneously with the 12 kc echo sounder and the seismic

reflection profiler (about 100 cps). Results from simultaneous measurements



are shown in Fig. 9. The records have been reproduced to approximately

the same scale. They show a rather typical sudden transition from smooth

flat bottom to fuzzy hyperbolas with peak-to-peak spacing of the order of

500 m. The seismic record (c) was made by a compressed air source at a

repetition rate of about 15 seconds; the DR records by a 12 kc t-.ansducer

at a 1 second repetition rate. Records (b) and (c) were made simultaneously,

just before the ship stopped for a station. During the station the ship

drifted back approximately over its previous track. Record (&) i. the

PDR trace made as the ship left the station on the original course and

before the profiler was back in operation. Records (b) and (c) can thus

be compared feature for feature. However, since the PDR was inadvertently

gated at the time, record (a) is included to permit overall comparison

with an ungated trace.

In spite of the much slower repetition rate, the profiler produces

sharper traces of individual features than does the PDR. Note especially

the second hill from the left, which is quite evident in the profiler re-

cord but barely vxLsible in the PDR. This suggests smaller scale topo-

graphy superimposed on the features seen in the records. That such micro-

topography is present is shown by bottom photographs taken during the sta-

tion. Small, sharply-crested ripples (Fig. 10) were apparent in 16 of the

20 frames comprising the station. In several frames parallel ripples are

separated by about 2 meters as in the photographs shown. The features

appear to be several centimeters high.

The effect of such topography in each case can be estimated very

roughly by assumi.ng equally-spaced parallel ridges 2 m apart with relief

of perhaps 10-15 cm. Th.n for vertically incident radiation at 12 kc

II!
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(wavelength Xýl/8 m) the reflected radiation will be split up into vari-

ous orders of diffraction with directions from the vertical given by the

Bragg formula:

L 16

where L u 2 m is the ridge separation. The specular reflection is given

by n = 0 and is of course vertical. The first order diffraction peak

(n= i) is about 3-1 from vertical, and is therefore offset some 300 mi

from the transducer in a water depth of 5000 m. Thus only the specular

term contributes. If the relief is approximated by a sinusoid with ampli-

tude a, and the sediment is considered a fluid, the intensity of this term

can be approximated, for X<< L, by (see for example, Officer, 1958)

~2
I I jo (4 r

where 10 is the intensity returned from a plane surface (a=O) of the same

impedance contrast, and Jo is the Bessel function of order zero. For

La P 1/8 m the envelope of J (4 " ) is about .23 whence I $ 0.05 1o.

Thus the intensity returned to the transducer is only 5% of that expected for

a plane surface.

For 100 cps X = 15 m and all non-specular directions are imaginary

since )>)L. In this case the non-specular or scattered portion is con-

fined to the vicinity of the boundary and is lost to the specular term.

In the long wavelength limit, X >>L, the sinusoidal model with amplitude =

12 cm and L = 2 m gives, to the same approximation, negligible loss due to

the microtopography.
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In summary, three types of abnormal or unusual FDR trace have been

considered: periodic, hyperbolic, and fuzzy traces. In the area studied

all three types are caused principally by bottom corrugations of different

wavelengths. Hyperbolas generated by isolated point sources and rough,

steep slopes such as the Blake Escarpment are not of interest here. The

approximate range of wavelengths for each type is as follows:

periodic: 1000 - 7000 m

Shyperbolic: 100 - 1000 m

fuzzy: 10 - 100 m

The sources of the majority of the periodic and hyperbolic echoes

shown in Fig. 2 are of two types: (1) longitudinal ripples formed by bot-

tom currents, as exhibited in the eastern Blake-Bahama Basin, (2) minor

slumping and compressional folding such as is frequently seen on the east-

ern flank of the main ridge, for example.

The detailed study of topography in the 10-100 m wavelength range in

deep water requires considerably more resolution than is possible with con-

ventional surface-mounted echo-sounders and a much greater field of view

than is afforded by bottom photography. One possibility is the use of a

deep-towed echo-sounder, or at least a deep-towed pinger working into a

ship-mounted receiver. Preliminary work with a deep-towed pinger in the

area gave evidence of micro-relief but a detailed study was hampered by

a large drift in the pinger time base. It is expected that future pinger

lowerings will enhance our knowledge of the microtopography and its rela-

tion to bottom loss.



BOTTOM LOSS

As mentioned in the introduction, measurements in the Blake-Bahama

area indicate that bottom loss is significantly greater over hyperbolic

and fuzzy bottoms. A ship in this area, using a 4 kc system, found a 10-

15 db increase in bottom loss while its !2 kc echo sounder (ping length

e.19 ms) simultaneously noted a gradual change from fairly coherent bot-

tom trace to a very fuzzy or incoherent one (Weaver, 1957). This run of

approximately 30 miles was made Just east of the Outer Ridge (29030'N;

72040'W) at about three knots over what appeared to be practically smooth

topography. The Lamont ship CONRAD was subsequently directed to duplicate

the track with its 12 kc short ping sounder (ping length Ov5 ms). The

CONRAD data, taken at 10 knots, disclosed microtopography indicated by

hyperbolas and small periodic corrugations with wave-length and amplitude

increasing in the direction of increasing fuzziness noted by the first

ship. Calculation of the orientation of the corrugations at several points

indicated that they are parallel to the regional contours. Subsequently

the vertical exaggeration of the record made at 3 knots was increased by

means of a flow camera, thereby accentuating details of topography which

were not obvious in the original record. Fig. 11 shows (a) a portion of

this modified record and (b) its equivalent CONRAD section.

OUTER RIDGE

In the process of investigating the echo sounder records in the area

and plotting the extent of the fuzzy zones, it became apparent that these

zones are related to the large .cale structure of the Blake-Bahama Outer
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Ridge, and therefore probably result frum the processes forming the ridge.

The Blake Outer Ridge is an elongate feature over 300 miles in length

which trends southeast from a point about 320 30'N, 76030'W where it merges

with the northern portion of the Blake Plateau. At this point the ridge

is rather broad; it tapers down toward the southeast, The eastern flank

is consistently steeper than the western.

The following discussion of the structure of the Outer Ridge is based

upon detailed study of the character and behavior of the reflectors obscrv-

ed on continuous seismic reflection profiles along approximately 13,000

miles of ship's track. Three diagnostic sections are shown as Fig. 12

and oriented in Fig. 13. Both comprossed air (sections AB & CD) and ex-

plosive (section EF) sound sources were used. Typical penetration in this

area with these methods is 2 seconds of reflection time; the maximum pene-

tration (3.5 sec) was achieved using explosives.

It is known that the Outer Ridge is a depositional feature (Ewing &-

Ewing, 196 4 ) built upon Horizon A, an essentially flat-lying reflector

of Cretaceous age which is present throughout the area of Fig. 2 east of

tihe Blake Escarpment (see also, J. Ewing, et al, 1966). Above "A" we dis-

tirnguish two major sequences divided by a reflector labelled x in Fig. 12.

The lower lies directly on "A" and represents the major period of differ-

entiaJ. deposition which gives thle ridge its relief; the upper has a more

complex structure.

Post "A" sedimentation took the form of a mound of unevenly distri-

buted acoustically transparent sediment. The poorly-defined reflector

which tops this sequence, reflector x, can be traced throughout the Blake-

Bahama Basin and secondary ridge provinces as well as over most of the
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Outer Rlidge. In section AD of Fig. 12 (which is a representative cross-

section of this portion of the ridge) this layer thins abruptly toward

the Hatteras Abyssal Plain from an estimated thickness of 1.5 sec at the

ridge axis to only .5 sec in less than 50 miles; it thins more gradually

toward the Blake Escarpment. 'The secondary ridge is displayed by this

reflector, though its axis lies slightly to the east of tde present topo-

graphic feature. In effect, the gross topography at the time reflector

x was the sea floor was virtually the same as the present-day topography.

Post x sedimentation begins with .5 see or more of acoustically trans-

parent material which gradually gives way to series of thin parallel re-

flectors at about .5 sec below the bottom. Post x sedimentation is com-

plicated north of 30ON in the ridge area by a reflector (y in Fig. 12)

intermediate between reflector x and the sea floor. In the area of Fig.

2 this reflector is visible only under the crest of the main ridge (roughly

delineated by the 2000 fm contour) and over an extensive area of the contin-

ental rise northeast of Cape Hatteras. Where y is present interpretation

is made more difficult by its excellent reflecting characteristics which

commonly prevent deeper reflectors from being seen. Reflector y appears

occasionally to cut across bedding planes while maintaining its usual

position about .6 sec below and parallel to the sea floor (Fig. 12 AB &

EF). It is never clearly visible deeper than 5.5 see below the water

surface, a depth which corresponds, perhaps fortuitously, to the depth

of principal change in calcium carbonate content (Peterson 1966).

Post x sedimentation is also complicated by the existence of the

steeply-dipping reflector shown midway between the two ridges in Fig. 12
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section AB and Just to the right of the point where AB crosses on section

EF. This reflector forms a plane with a dip of about 20 to the south.

The plane, striking essentially east-west, has been observed only between

74030, and 75'15'W, outcropping approximately along the 30 0 15'N latitude

line. It is not present on the western flank of the southward extension

of the main ridge (section CD); therefore it seems that unless this re-

flector is regarded as a fault plane, one of small throw and within the

post x sequence, the post x evolution of the ridge may be considerably

different to the north and south of latitude 300 15'N.

The ridge sediments above Horizon A both thin and dip graduall3y

to the southeast along the ridge axis as shown in Fig. l4 (a structure

section along the ridge axis derived from all available profiler cross-

ings of the ridge crest). The sediments also thin and dip sharply to

the east (from the axis) along the entire length of the ridg4. On the

west flank north of the "nose" the sediments have to a large degree filled

in the area between the Escarpment and the ridge crest. This pattern of

sediment thicknesses suggests the Blake Plateau as the principal sediment

source for the construction of the Outer Ridge. This appears to be sup-

ported, at least for recent times, by the carbonate studies of Pratt &

Ileezen (1964) which indicate the Blake Plateau sediments as containing

over 80% of carbonate material, the Blake Outer Ridge about 60%, the

Blake-Bahama Basin 40-60%. North of Cape Hatteras the amount of calcium

carbonate is small, rarely more than 3% (Stetson, 1939).

The two principal current systems available as media for trans-

portation of sediment to the Outer Ridge are (1) the Florida Current,
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augmented by the Antilles Current, moving north and then turning north-

east across the shallow Blake Plateau, and (2) the deep western boundary

undercurrent which flows southward along the lower continental slope and

upper continental rise in the vicinity of Cape Hatteras (Swallow & Worth-

ington, 1961, and Barrett, 1965). Additional evidence Lor a source on

the Blake Plateau is the presence of marked bottom scour on all *eho

sounder traverses across the axis of the Florida Current. This scour

zone (Fig. 8) begins to widen at about 30 0 30'N where the combination of

the gradual increase in bottom slope in the direction of the Blake Eacarp-

ment plus the coastal control exerted by the protrusion of the coast at

Cape Hatteras induces a marked easterly component in the bottom current

and scour patterns. The east-west "shoulder" at 31°N; 78-79°W also as-

sists in promoting this tendency. Actual bottom current measurements

(Pratt, 1963) indicate strong bottom currents of 25-40 cm/see moving east

and northeast at about 31 0 N;780 W. According to tl.ý bathymetry of reflector

11 (Ewing, J., et a!, 1966), it seems probable that the principal flow in

the past crossed the Escarpmient slightiy farther north, even nearer the

root of the ridge than at present.

The existence of the two oppositely directed currents, together

with the overall shape and structure of the Outer Ridge, suggests a mechanism

for the formation of the ridge which is based on the assumption that the

two currents interact to create the conditions necessary for the observed

pattern of deposition. It is postulated that sediment-laden bottcm water

of the Florida Current, flowing roughly northeast, meets the undercurrent,

flowing roughly southwest, at the edge of the Blake Plateau, both streams

then being diverted to a generally southeast direction. The surface water

p.I
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of the Florida Current, passing over the undercurrent, continues north-

east as the Gulf Stream. In the vicinity of the Junction the interactingW
currents are slowed down and duposition takes place along the Patti of the

resultant combined flow.

This picture is developed along quantitative lines in a separate

note included as an appendix; the results obtained are in reasonable

Iagreement with the main features of the depositional pattern. Since the

major differential deposition occurred between Horizon A and reflector x

(or possibly y)p the model may not be as applicable to more recent sedi-

ments, including present day deposition. This would hardly be surprising

since the model does not take into account the effect on the flow pattern

of the changing topography as tho ridge is being formed. In the limit

the ridge would build up into the level of interaction and dominate the

flow pattern. The original flow pattern may, of course, have been dis-

turbed by processes unconnected with the building pro-ca itself, such

as the previously mentioned possible southward shift of the region where

the Florida Curront bottom water leaves the Escarpment. A change of

this sort would have a direct effect on the flow pattern and could ex-

p- 1. •s' b t ,Ahe presence of Lhe se~ondnry ridge. In any case there are a

number of secondary features which cannot be explained by the first , order

theory invoked here. Among these are the bench-like structures of Fig.

12 (8F), the related westward protrusion from the Outer Ridge at 30O30'N

(well-displayed by the 1900 fmn. contour), and the very sinusoidal periodic

topography associated with some portions of the west flank of the secondary

ridge (Figs. 3b and 12(AB)). A more exact hydrodynamic theory, coupled

with more detailed knowledge or' the boundary conditions, might explain
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some of theos featur(l'; post•-di-puzitional, ,iJtui•plo or othcr tectonic

meohanitms might. explain uthers, Such as the aforementioned benc hee,

T'he q,:t1on trl.iseo!; whether th.e two cuirrents can in fact meet at

the swae level and interact as required. Estimates regarding the upper

level of the. k' d-rC uL'rVnt are confl ijg but Barrett (1965) gives evidence

that it is as shallow as 500 m aLt the inshore boundary near Cape flatterar.

Since the floor of the Blake Plateau Is typically 800 m deep, considerable-

overlap would exist ,even if both urruents were constrained by ttmpcrature

stratirication to remain at the respective levels dictated by the upstream

boundary conditions. On the other hand, Swallow and Worthington suggest a

figure of close to 2000 m for ths top of the undercurrent farther south t.t

about 33 0 N which would preclude any interaction if the streams remained in

perfect tharmal stratif'i.eiAtion, However, since the stream velocities are

relatively high some disturbance of the stratification due to turbulence

may be expected. Thus, the sediment-laden bottom wator of the Florida Cur-

rent way iti effcct Aink upon crossing thv LscarpmenL. through the meehanism

of downward turbulent transfer" of both sediment nnd momentum. For suffi-

ciently Larjedit Wrains. gravitatio, ul .,ettltng could account for thv

;illnking oif the , dim,•n even without ,eddy di fi'u.5io11 the more important

question is whether or not the eddy vs.osity 1s large eliouiih to effect

the required momentum trnnt ler against the temperature gradient.

Wnatevor th.- det-ails of the iinteraction, and In tpite of the many

secondary o;lpect: * tchu 1j('.J,; ':.tUCLtU.? whiCh r'1main unexpIlal ud 1y t|ii;_

flrst order th,:o il , theoveri. patt-c-n ol •'p io" is udquaely cx-

plailned in t..o thr. hydrtoIdyflif[i,'.t of 3i mTv, nt- cl-rryiing curren.t;.
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Appendix: lkydrodynadie Model of the Formation of the blakc-Lahama
Outer Ridge

G. M. Bryan

Ii The proposed picture of the formation of the Blake-Bahama Outer
Ridge by aurrentn can be developed quantitatively on the basis of hydro-

dyinaic theory. It is postulated that sediment-laden bottom water of

the Florida Current, flowing roughly northeast, encounters the western

boundary undercurrent, flowing roughly southvret, vt the edge of the

Blake Plateau. both streams then being diverted to a generally s4outh-

east direction. The surface water of the Florida Cuirent, passing over

the underourretxt, continues northeast as the Gulf Stream.

In the vicii'ity of the Junction 4 hydrodynamically stable flow

pattern can develop in which the flow velocity decreases to a minimum in

the turn, then inoreases as the flow straightens out on the new course.

If one or both of the streams is carrying sediment, deposition will take

place in the region of lowered velocity, and the depositional pattern

will be governed by the flow pattern. The relationship between flow

pattern and depositional pattern will, in general, be quite cmplex and

will depend to a large extent on the r,•nge of velocitias end parti.cle

sizes involved. Relatively heavy particles, with settling velocities

comparable to the flow velocities, will tend to deposit along isotaehs

corresponding to appropriate throshold velocities for deposition. On

the other hand very light particles, which tend to stay in suspension

for long periods of time, will tend to be distributed along streamlines,

to the extent that they are deposited at all.

in order to procecd toward a quantitative theory it it necessary
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flirst te esltabiIlh tA ruasonabie flow pattern fitting tile known tounda'y

eonditiomu and second to develop a suitable mechaniam for deposition as

a function of flow velocity, and particle sigze. iDoth spects of the pro-

blem require rather severe simplifying assumptions.
The 1-kydr:lynamic equa!tions nre wu.tal!y Iine-arizcd by¢ (L per'tur'bation,

method in which the unporturbed solution represonts the case of static

t'quil1br-iull. FiV.-At ordder porturbation for free steady motion with plane I
level surfaces and non-isentropic stratification then yields two-dimen-

sion.al st:ean:linc: 'ho" of an incomlres sible fluid (see for example, Eck- U
art, 1960). Thu4 first order velocity v then satisfies

V V 0 and V . VVX 0

where X is the •ravitational altitude,

In this approximation the flow is also irrotational and the methods

of potential tbeory are applicable. In particular for two-dimensional

motion we introcducu th complex potential I
W(z) W + J

where-i z = -- i.y and the velocity potentLal # and the stream function

X are onnJuGat.e solutions of Laplace's equation.

,itn• f'or" the velocity V c VX+iVY x qs 6  we have,

V ~ - a ndV

froi ,Whi.h it follows that

* Al

S! • -:

_ _ j
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where v* qe io is the complex conjugate of the flow velocity.

Sj In Fig. 15a the x-axis is a rigid boundary representing the Blake

Escarpment from Cape Hatteras on the left to about latitude 30030'N on

4 the right, Two streams of widths wI and w2 - w,, following the boundary,

meet at the origin and are diver+ed to a new direction. This problem is

eqiuivalent to that shown in Fig. 15b in which two streams of widths 2w1

fl and 2w2  meet head on without the influence of rigid boundaries. The line

of symetry in Fig. 15b can be replaced with a rigid wall to give the pro-

blem of Fig. 15a. The problem of impinging streams in two dimensions has

been treated in considerable detail in classical hydrodynamics (see for

example Milne-Thompson, 1955, chapter XI). A stationary flow pattern re-

quires that the two streams have the same speed at infinity, and this is

assumed without further justification. The complex velocity v = qeiQ

is then related to the position z = x + iy by

J- 2 W• In ( - PI

IU IUI• -(w,÷..,),,BIn (, I •*, )- (w,÷ w.) 4r',,I (, I v - e,

where U = upstream speed at infinity, P= asymptotic direction of final

flow. An isotach is the locus of z traced out by varying Q at fixed q.

The complex potential W, whose imaginary part is the stream function, "•

also most easily expressed in terms of v*

IV
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"The final flow direction is related to the initial upstream widt"3 at

infinity by

COS fl: • -
W I +Wl+ W,

and the final downstream width of the combined flow is w= W] + w2

if the widths and velocities of the two streams were known the final L
'low direction 0 could be computed and isotachs and streamlines mapped

in the x,y plane. In the present case the parameters of the incoming

streams are not that well known; the angle 0 was inferred from the known

topogk aphy and used to compute isotachs and streamlines in dimensionless

form. The resulting patterns were then adjusted in scale t.n fit the top-

ography, after which the stream widths could be predicted. (Since we are

assuming deposition on a nearly level Horizon A, the topographic contours

correspond approximately to isopachs.)

The streamlines and isotachs computed for • =660 are shown in dim-

ensionless form in Fig. 16. There is a stagnation point at the origin,

where the streamlines coincident with the boundary change direction dis-

continuously as the flow velocity vanishes. A dividing streamline, -;,hioh

marks the boundary between the two bodies of fluid in the combined flow,

is perpendicular to the rigid boundary at the stagnation point, curves

downstream away from the wid- current, and appi-ach'cz asymptotically the

final flow direction 9 . Velocity is continuous across this -1viding

%rea•mii; uhe isotachs approich concentric circles about the -tagnaLion

point at the low velocity limit and approach the streamlines as the velo-

tLy approaches the u,... tr.am velocity. The outer edges of the flow

constitute free streamlines with constant velocity U. The isotachs in

'K
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Fig. 16 are plotted at velocity intervals of 0.lU.

In Fig. 17 the flow pattern is compared with the bathymetry of the

ridge, the scale having been adjusted to obtain the best fit between the

dividing streamline and the ridge axis. The resulting stream widths are

74 km on the north, 31 km on the south and 105 km for the combined down-
2--

stream flow. Available experimental determinations of the undercurrent

are variable and sometimes show considerable structure. According to

Barrett (1965) the width off Cape Hatteras is probably between 20 and

80 kim. Farther south ( ' 330N) Swallow and Worthington (1961) show sev-

eral sections with peak velocities in the range of 10-18 cm/sec and widths

of 90-100 km to the 1 cm/sec points at the bottom. Still farther south

(--32030'N), and well into the pattern of converging streams, their

Section I shows peak velocity down to about 7 cm/sec and stream width

more than doubled.

Similarly detailed measurements do not seem to be available for

the Florida Current in the neighborhood of the current junction. For

what it is worth, however, the scour pattern on the Blake Plateau Just

north of the Florida Straits is about 30 km wide, in reasonable agree-

ment with the predicted upstream width of 31 km.

Further support for the hydrodynamic model. is found in the close

fit between the curving ridge crest and the dividing streamline of the

flow pattern, along which maximum deposition should take place. The

crest appears to divide the ridge into two distinct depositional regimes:

on the east flank the topographic contours are nearly parallel to the

crest, tending to follow the streamlines of the flow pattern (Fig. 17)
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while on the west the contours make large anxles with the crest and tend

to follow isotachs (Fig. 18). As discussed qualitatively above, this

suggests that relatively fine sediment is moving south in the under-

current, and relatively coarse sediment is eming north in the Florida

Current.

I.
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U at the free streamrlines,.
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